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With the solution added at the end 

Dr. Veneeth Sidharthan 

Homeopathic 

Cases Prize Contest 
Dr Veneeth presents in this paper two interesting homeopathic cases 
for you to study. Please send in your case analysis with the repertory 

rubrics you suggest, and what remedy you think was prescribed. You have three weeks to send in 
your analysis. From the submissions who have the most correct and best motivated answers, two 
prize winners will be selected via a raffle. The two prizes are a free Synthesis App on Android or iOS, 
and a free E-learning course of Farokh Master or Luc De Schepper. 
 

Case 1: Swollen Eye 
A boy wakes up one morning with one eye very swollen, even his whole 
face is a little swollen (see photo). There is no known causality. No injury 
blow or fall happened. The boy has no explanation for his problem. 
 
 
 
A remedy was prescribed in a C 200, one dose. 
The next day the boy came to show the result (see photo). 
 
Question: 
What rubrics would you use, and what remedy do you think was given? 
What do you think might have happened? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr. Veneeth’s Homeopathic Slogan 

Keep it Simple! 
Dr. Veneeth. Sidharthan is a homoeopathic doctor who comes 
from a remote village in the Thrissur district of Kerala, India. 
He has a clinic in which 3 to 4 junior homeopaths in training 
are working under his guidance. In Kerala there are 5 Medical 
Homeopathic colleges and many homeopathic practitioners. 
100.000 patients seek homeopathic treatment every day from 
government dispensaries in Kerala. 
One of Veneeth’s slogans which he mentions during his lively 
seminars is “keep it simple”.  
 

http://www.archibel.com/synthesisapp13.html
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Case 2: A Case of Impetigo 
 
 
A 4-year-old boy with eruption on his face 
 
The complaint started after fever, pustules with scabs, 
oozing pus. Ameliorated by cold air. 
 
He is mild, always wanted his father with him during 
complaints. 
 
He wanted to be carried. 
Blowing cold air against his face gave some 
amelioration. 
 
A remedy was prescribed in a C 200, 1 dose. 
 
Question: 
What rubrics would you use, and what remedy do you 
think was given? 
 
 
 
 
 
This photo was taken at the follow up 10 days later, 
showing already an almost complete cure. 
 
See the happy smile on his face! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Send in your answers 
To participate with this prize contest, please send in your well-motivated case analysis with the 

remedies you think Dr. Veneeth had prescribed to the email address: 
 veneeth.sidharthan.contest@gmail.com 

The submission period has ended!! 
You have three weeks to send in your analysis. From the submissions who have the most correct and 
best motivated answers, a prize winner will be selected via a raffle. 

mailto:veneeth.sidharthan.contest@gmail.com
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Dr. Veneeth’s 2nd Homeopathic Slogan 

If I can do it, so can you! 
 
A second slogan during his teaching is “If I can do it, so can you”. 
 
Carolien Gerritsen and Susanne Taubitz had invited Veneeth for a seminar recently in the 
Netherlands after having visited themselves the clinic of Dr Veneeth 
Sidharthan in Kerala, India. This is what they said after the seminar:  
 
“This was an extremely interesting day where we learned so much. He 
teaches so well, clear, easy to understand. The cases ranged from simple 
pathology to very advanced cancer cases. His case analysis approach ‘keep 
it simple’ allows you to approach all types of cases following a clear 
reasoning. I have followed many seminars over the past years, often where 
more and more exotic remedies are being presented. But myself I do not feel much connection with 
this. I see that in my practice I have the best results with the more traditional, well proven remedies 
and here is where Dr Veneeth taught me so much new things again today.”   
 
 
 
 

The Synthesis App for Android or iOS 
 

 
 

• Tutorial video 

• Try out the Synthesis App demo (Lite) version: 
o In the Apple iTunes store for your iOS device 
o In the Google Play store for your Android device 

• Buy the Synthesis App full version: 
o In the Apple iTunes store for your iOS device 
o In the Google Play store for your Android device 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSQ8-Cr82LY&feature=youtu.be&list=PLtCbL4PkRJvzMROF2tCDbQFOxR7pbT_Jt
https://itunes.apple.com/us/developer/zeus-soft-sprl/id926195790
https://play.google.com/store/search?q=zeus%20schroyens&c=apps
https://itunes.apple.com/us/developer/zeus-soft-sprl/id926195790
https://play.google.com/store/search?q=zeus%20schroyens&c=apps
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Solutions to the Cases 
 
Dr Veneeth thanks everybody for participating. Many homeopaths and students have participated 
and submitted their solutions: 
 

• For case 1 only 5 participants had the correct remedy (Caroline Nuiten, Pravitha Sunil, Julia 
West, and Eva Visscher, Fons Vanden Berghe).  One participant had the remedy in the 
analysis at the 2nd place (Dorette Lambregts). 

 

• For case 2 although there where several well motivated remedy proposeals, nobody had the 
correct remedy, and also not in the top 5 remedies. 

 
 

Solution Case 1: Swollen Eye 
 
Although the boy could not mention any cause, most probably he was 
stung by an insect in the left side of his face. This caused an inflammation 
and a major swelling of the left side and especially his upper eyelid.  
 
As you all know there is a hierarchy of symptoms from local to generals, 
from common to peculiar, also taking into consideration the intensity. 
There is also another hierarchy if you considers Boenninghausen’s 
approach regarding: modalities, concomittants, sensation, etc. But there 
are no such symptoms.  
 
The most obvious symptom is swelling: you can look for general rubrics of 
swelling, and also the local rubrics of the face and eyelid swelling.  
Then you could also take into consideration this most probable causation of an insect sting, and look 
for rubrics related to this. 
There are many possible rubrics you could take, but in this analysis with RadarOpus in Synthesis are 
mentioned a few: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So Dr Veneeth prescribed the remedy Apis. in a C200 potency, and the next day the swelling had 
disappeared completely. 
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Solution to Case 2: A Case of Impetigo 
 
This second case was much more difficult, there were not many characterisic information to 
prescribe on. There where many submission, but nobody proposed the correct remedy, not even in 
their top 5 differentiation. 
 
Below you find the actual analysis from Dr Veneeth. There are also other possible rubrics to consider 
of course. Notice that there is also symptom intensity applied. 
The correct remedy which cured this case quickly and fully was Staphisagria. 
 
The remedy did not come at the first place, even if you would have taken some other rubrics or 
would have applied a different symptom intensity, still the remedies shows up on place 2 tot 6. 
 

• The remedy Lycopodium which comes in the example analysis at the top, does not 
correspond with Lycopodium, because the child is mild. 

• Sulphur does not cover the clinging and the mildness. 

• Silica also does not cover the clinging and the desire to be carried. 
 

• Phosphorus, Dulcamara: although Phos and Dulc cover some of the symptoms, the 
characteristic skin symptoms are covered by Staphisagria! If you study the remedy 
Staphisagria in the materia medica, you will find that Staph covers this type of skin 
complaints. 

• So the remedy Staph was prescribed, partly also based on the experiece of Dr Veneeth who 
said he has seen similar skin cases of this remedy. 

 

 
 

For example in the Boger-Boenninghausen repertory you can find 
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For example in the Allen Keynotes you find the following: 
 

 
 

In the Hering Guiding Symptoms you can find the following: 
 

 
 
You can search in RadarOpus for any combination of words in only one repertory, all the repertories, 
ar also in all the Reference documents (Provings, Materia Medica and clinical documents) 
 

Prize Winnars 
 
From the persons who submitted their solution (who had at least the first case corect) we did a raffle 
and the following two participants are the prize winnars (they will receive an email with instructions 
how to collect their prize: Both may select:   
- Or a free Synthesis App if they have a Android or iOS smartphone or table. 
- Or a free course by Luc De Schepper: Advanced Posology 
 

• Pravitha Sunil  (I think India) 

• Eva Visscher (Netherlands) 
 
 

Extra Prizes 
All other participants receive a voucher for a large discount on Dr Luc De Scheppers e-learning 
course: Advanced Posology in Homeopathy. 
 
If you are interested you can send an email to:  veneeth.sidharthan.contest@gmail.com 
 
 

mailto:veneeth.sidharthan.contest@gmail.com

